Directions for the New Investigator, Muscle and Bone and Clinical Gait Analysis workshops at Liverpool John Moores University:

By taxi: ask for the Liverpool John Moores University security lodge on Byrom Street. From there you can see the Tom Reilly Building (picture below)

Walking:

From Lime Street Station (10-15 minutes). Leave from the main entrance/exit with the huge advertising screen in front of you. Turn right and walk with St George’s Hall (lots of columns) on the left and the Empire theatre on the right.

*At the Empire theatre, cross the road towards ‘Wellington’s column’ and down the hill past the Walker Art Gallery, the Central Library and the Liverpool Museum on your right.

Turn to the right on the path around the end of the museum at the bottom of the hill. Walk uphill a little and you will see stairs on the left up to a pedestrian flyover. Walk across the flyover and you will see LJMU ahead of you.

Enter the campus and turn left towards the student shop. Turn right under an archway, follow the road to the left with the James Parson’s tower in front of you, walk to the right of that tower and you will see the Tom Reilly building ahead.

From Peach St car park (20-25 minutes). Walk across University Square and along Ashton St to Pembroke Place. Walk down the hill (Pembroke Place becomes London Road). You will see the Empire theatre on your left and Wellingtons column ahead. Continue from asterisk (*) in instructions above.

Mobile contact 07973247895 (Jonathan Jarvis)